
TRUEFLIGHT FEATHERS
SPIRAL WRAP FLU-FLU FLETCHING INSTRUCTIONS

The quick and easy way to make a very effective, low cost flu-flu arrow.
 Ideal for flying and close range targets!

 This type of flu-flu arrow typically travels straight and flat for about 40 yards, then rapidly loses speed and "parachutes" gently to the ground. It's really fun to see, and you don't 

 have to walk very far to recover your arrow!

 With a little practice, we think you'll find this type of flu-flu is much easier and quicker to make than the standard 4 to 6 "standard fletch" flu-flu.

CAUTION: ONLY TRUEFLIGHT SPECIALLY PREPARED FULL LENGTH FOR SPIRAL WRAP HAVE A SUPER THIN QUILL TO EASILY WRAP AROUND THE
 SHAFT. Regular full length will not wrap around the shaft easily.

Step 1) Choose your colors!

 The color combinations are almost unlimited. You can use a single Trueflight Specially Prepared Full Length Feather per arrow, which will allow the arrow to fly further before slowing down, or you can use 2 or 3
 feathers per arrow for shorter flights. We generally use 2 feathers for a nice color contrast. Left Wing feathers are used in this example, although Right Wing can be used -- just spiral them in the opposite direction.

 (We also like to make a few "practice" fletchings on old arrow shafts or wood dowels just to get an idea of the final appearance and the best starting angles and spiral spacing.)

Step 2) Gather materials and supplies.

 A = TRUEFLIGHT SPECIALLY PREPARED FULL LENGTH FOR SPIRAL WRAP FLU-FLUS. Regular full length will not wrap around the shaft easily. We'll use 2 feathers in contrasting colors for this
 example.
 B = Contact Cement.
 C = Small Disposable Brush.
 D = Small Knife or Single Edge Razor Blade.
 E = Arrow Shaft. We have successfully used Wood, Aluminum and Carbon shafts.
 F = Denatured Alcohol.
 G = 400 to 1000 Grit Sandpaper or fine steel wool or a "Scotch Brite" abrasive pad.
 H = Clean rag or paper towel

 (A pencil and ruler are optional)

Step 3) Prepare the arrow shaft.

 A = Clean the fletching area of the shaft by wiping with alcohol.

 B = "Dull" the fletching area of the shaft by lightly sanding with 400+ grit sandpaper, fine steel wool, or a Scotchbrite abrasive pad. It is not necessary to remove the finish of the shaft. We just want to reduce the
 "gloss" so that the glue will adhere well.

 C = Clean the fletching area of the shaft again with alcohol. Avoid touching this area again with your hands.

 (Note: We also use this same procedure when fletching conventional dye cuts for standard arrows. It has been very successful with every wood, aluminum, carbon or fiberglass shaft we've tried.)

Step 4) Mark the approximate fletching position on the shaft.

 This step is optional. The position is not critical, and an "eyeball" estimate when applying the feathers is probably close enough.

 We like to leave about a 1.5 inch space from the tip of the nock to the end of the spiral wrapped feathers and do the wrapping along about a 5 inch length of shaft. You can vary these spacings depending on the
 appearance desired.

Step 5) Apply contact cement to the entire fletching area of the shaft.

 A thin, even coat works best. Remember you will need to attach the feather to the shaft within the next hour or so.

Step 6) Trim the tips of the feathers to eliminate the "short" part of the web.

 It is not necessary for the 2 feathers to be exactly the same length.

Step 7) Apply contact cement to the base of each feather.

 We like to grasp the feather by the web with the base upwards. The base is quite narrow. Use a thin layer of glue and take your time. It is easier with practice.

Step 8) Wait 15 to 20 minutes.

 The glue should feel nearly dry before you apply the feather.

 For best results, work in temperatures of at least 65F.

 Of course you can use this time to prepare more shafts and feathers. By the time you have done 6 or so, the first arrow will be ready for assembly.

Step 9) Carefully press the end of the first feather onto the shaft.

 Begin with the end of the feather with the widest web. The web "segments" should slope in the direction of the spiral.

 We typically start with about a 45 degree angle to the shaft. Be sure to press the feather base onto a part of the shaft which has been coated with contact cement.

 Once the 2 coated surfaces touch each other, they will stick instantly. Make sure the feather is properly positioned when it first touches -- you will not be able to re-position it after it first touches.

 After the coated surfaces have touched, press down on the end of the feather base to insure a permanent bond. (The web of the feather can be pressed down on top of the base temporarily to apply force to the base
 against the shaft.)

 Note: We are using LEFT WING feathers in this example. RIGHT WING feathers will work equally well, but should be spiraled in the opposite direction.

Step 10) Wrap the feather around the shaft.

 A = Keep a moderate amount of tension on the base pulling away from the shaft with one hand, while rotating the shaft with your other hand. For the first half of the turn, keep your finger pressing the end of the
 feather to the shaft as you pull the feather around.

 B = If the web does not split and pop up from the base (as shown by the arrow in "A"), just nudge or pull the web apart as shown in "B". The contact cement will hold the attached part of the web in place while you
 nudge the web.

 C = Continue wrapping the web.

 D = Continue wrapping, and nudging the web apart as necessary.

 E = We typically space the "turns" of the spiral about 1/2 inch apart. This can be made larger or smaller depending on the "artistic" effect you like. The exact spacing is not critical for arrow flight.

 F = Keep up the good work!

  G = A little "nudge" is usually all it takes to encourage the web to split and pop up. 
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 H = When you are near the end of the glued part of the shaft, STOP! (If the feather is too short to make it all the way to the end of the glue, don't worry -- just press the end onto the shaft where it stops.
 A little shorter or longer spiral will make no noticeable difference in the flight of the arrow.)

 I = Cut the excess feather at the base. Re-press each end of the feather base. Discard the unused portion of the feather.

Step 11) "Nudge" any wide sections of web apart along the whole length of the spiral.

 A = We usually wind up with web "segments" about 1/16 inch to 3/16 inch wide, but this is not critical and some random variation makes for a more attractive arrow.

 B = If you only want to use one feather per arrow -- YOU'RE DONE! A single feather wrap like this will allow the arrow to fly somewhat further than a 2 feather spiral. But the arrow will fly just fine this way. It is
 hard to imagine a simpler or lower cost way to make a flu-flu arrow than this!

Step 12) Wrap the second feather (optional).

 A = Start the second feather in the space between wraps of the first. Once again, use about a 45 degree angle to the shaft.

 B = Press the end of the feather base firmly onto the shaft. "Wiggle" the free end of the feather back and forth as shown by the arrows to fit it in between the web segments of the first feather.

Step 13) Continue wrapping the second feather.

 A = Continue as done in the first feather.

 B = Separate the web as necessary as before.

 C = Stop wrapping before the end of the glued area of the shaft. Cut off the excess feather end.

Step 14) Finish up!

 A = Once again, spread out web segments along the whole spiral.

 B = Firmly re-press each feather end onto the shaft.

 C = If a feather end does not want to stay down, just trim it off.

 Congratulations! You've made an attractive and very effective flu-flu arrow!

 Helpful Hints and "Special Effects"

 For extra security and unusually severe use, we simply add a drop of glue at each end of the feathers.

 "Jell Type" super glue (or "Gap Filling" super glue) seems to work best. "Hot Melt" glue will also work, although you need to be careful not to use too much and leave a "bump".

We have found that ordinary fletching glue tends to soften the contact cement and is not recommended.

 Cool looking "Rounded" Flu-Flu shape...

 It's really easy to make "custom shapes" in this type of flu-flu. The rounded shape is made by simply cutting an "arc" in the web of each feather before spiral wrapping in the usual way. It isn't necessary
 to be very accurate in cutting the "arc"... the segments will be spread out in a random fashion, anyway.

 (Special thanks to Bob Jacobsen of Jake's Archery, (765 S. Orem Blvd., Orem, UT 84508, 801-225-9202) for this and the following suggestion!)

 Low Profile "Hot Rod" Flu-Flu!

 Trimming some of the height of the web, then spiral wrapping as usual results in a faster, longer flying arrow.

 Use your imagination! None of the dimensions are critical. Many different shapes are possible. Less feather area results in longer flight... experiment to see which works best for your situation.

 Have fun!

Yes -- These flu-flu's CAN be shot from COMPOUND BOWS!

 We were amazed to find that Flu-Flu arrows of either type can be repeatedly shot from compound bows, including high performance 300 fps compound bows, without damage.

 I would have bet anything that one shot across the cables of a compound bow would shear the web right off either type of Flu-Flu arrow. Not so! Unbelievably, the high web of the Flu-Flu goes right past
 the cables without any problem. High speed photos show that this is due at least in part to the "lean back" of the web segments at speed helping clear the cables, while the natural resilience does the rest.

 We though we'd discovered something new about archery... only to see a TV show a few days later with folks happily shooting flying pheasants and "chuckers" right out of the air with their compound
 bows! While I think a traditional bow is easier to use for flying targets, these compound shooters sure were having a great time and the birds were falling.

Rely only on high-grade archery products offered on our virtual shelves.
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